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Abstract

This paper presents an interference model for cellular
and microcellular networks.  This model enables a uni-
fied treatment of all reception environments from
purely noise limited to purely interference limited
through a parameter denoted the ‘interference to noise
ratio’ or INR.

Using the model, a simplified spatial description of
mobile link outage contours is derived.  Computer
simulations are used to test the analytical theory.  It is
shown that as a link becomes more interference limited,
larger variations in cell sizes result.

0  Introduction

The concept of cellular telecommunications
was developed by the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories in the early 1970’s [1].  Cellular or large
cell systems use fixed channel allocations
(FCA) that enable a receiver at a cell boundary
to meet the signal to interference ratio (S/I) re-
quired for good signal quality in the presence
of cochannel interferers [2]–[6].

The capacity of cellular systems can be in-
creased by splitting existing cells but in prac-
tice there are limitations to the extent to which
cells can be physically reduced in size.  The
limit  for most large cell systems appears to be
a cell radius of approximately 1 kilometre.

To meet the demands of the vision of a person-
al communicator in every pocket, a new archi-
tecture was required.  Microcellular architec-
ture differs from conventional or large cell
architecture in three fundamental ways:�

The cells are typically less than 1 km in radius

�
The mobile terminals radiate much smaller
power levels�
There is no centralised, fixed cell planning (all
channels are available in every cell)

The aims of a future Personal Communica-
tions Service (PCS) provided by such a ubi-
quitous microcell network include [7]:�

Low cochannel interference (< 1% of users)�
Closer frequency reuse�
Large percentage coverage (> 99%)

Interference in microcells is controlled at the
time of call establishment by making interfer-
ence measurements to find the ‘best channel’,
a procedure called Dynamic Channel Alloca-
tion (DCA).  Also, interference is reduced by
having a smaller transmitter power than used
in large cell systems, and sometimes further
reduced by varying the transmitter power dur-
ing the call to the minimum necessary [8].

However, the wide scale deployment of such
an extensive, high grade, wireless telephone
system will require engineering tools and
techniques that allow rapid and accurate sys-
tem design, and the fundamental problem that
needs to be addressed is of modelling the end
result of multiple users propagating in a cong-
ested area [9],[10].

1  System Design Issues

There does not yet appear to be a systematic
design methodology for engineering a micro-
cellular network to a target service quality
[9]–[12].  Consideration of service quality as
part of the system design is an imperative
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because as the user base increases, people will
no longer accept poor call quality simply be-
cause the service is ‘mobile’ [12] but will
demand a similar grade of service to that
experienced in wireline services [9].

The applicability of conventional cellular
design techniques to the microcellular case is
questionable.  Firstly, the regular hexagonal
structures that can be applied to large cell sys-
tems lead to a simple relationship between the
cluster size C and the S/I, but no such simple
relationship for C exists in microcells [13].
Microcells often overlap and become irregu-
lar in shape due to interference from other
users [14] despite the use of DCA and/or
power control because these techniques can
still fail under heavy traffic loads [15].

Secondly, assumptions that only the first
cochannel tier of interferers dominates in a
large cell system [5] may not be applicable in
microcell systems [16].  Also, it has been
shown that adjacent channel interference
(ACI) can affect the performance of heavily
loaded systems [17]–[19].  In practical sys-
tems with non-uniform cells and unknown
mobile positions, the effects of ACI and
further off–channel interference could be
even worse [16].

Thirdly, the close spacing of base stations in
microcellular systems (especially in multiop-
erator environments) and higher frequency
reuse have a very significant impact upon the
percentage of service area that has a circuit
quality better than some specified value
[7],[20],[21].  The impact of spatial traffic
variability also needs to be considered
[14],[20],[22].

These factors may make it very difficult to
engineer a microcell system so that reliable,
contiguous radio coverage is achieved.  It has
been suggested that contiguous coverage may
be impossible to achieve [23],[24].

To move forward, a model is needed that can
describe the cumulative interference effects
of all users in an arbitrary cellular network,
and that enables a uniform analysis from noise

to interference limited environments.  Both
thermal noise and propagated interference
need to be considered because the transmis-
sion quality is strongly dependent upon these
two factors [25].

2  Basic Interference Model

The first step is to examine the fundamental
effects of a single interferer on the useful
range of a radio link.  A common measure of
link quality is the Signal to Noise ratio (S/N)
or Signal to Noise plus Interference ratio
(S/[N+I]).  Where a link cannot be maintained
at a desired quality due to insufficient S/[N+I]
an ‘outage’ occurs.  The region in which this
threshold is maintained is the region in which
radiocommunication is considered successful
and is called the ‘cell’.

2.1  Single Interferer – Interference Only

An analysis of link outage in the presence of
an interferer but in the absence of receiver
noise was presented in [26].  Consider the sce-
nario in figure 1, where a mobile station M0 is
attempting communication with a fixed sta-
tion F0 at a range R0 in the presence of a single
interferer Fj which is at a range Rj from M0 and
a range S from F0.

Rj
R0

SF0 Fj

M0

a

rM

Contour of constant S/I at M0

Figure 1 – A mobile link operating in the presence

of an interferer

M0 and F0 transmit the wanted duplex signal
at a power Pt.  The interferer Fj spills an inter-
ference power Pu  into the wanted uplink (M0
to F0) and Pd into the wanted downlink (F0 to
M0).
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The analysis in [26] was based upon a simple
distance–dependent propagation model for
analytical tractability:

Prx � � Ptxd � � (1)

where Ptx is the transmitted power, Prx is the
average power received at a distance d from
the transmitter and κ is an RF factor.  The
exponent �  is called the path loss exponent and
represents how quickly the average received
power falls away with distance.  In free space�  = 2 and in a cluttered environment �  > 2.

In order for the mobile F0 to successfully es-
tablish a link with M0, the S/I at M0 needs to be
greater than or equal to the system protection
ratio Z.  If the fixed station F0 is at the origin of
the Cartesian plane, Fj is at (S,0) and the mo-
bile M0 is at (x,y) it was shown in [26] that the
outage contour (the locus where S/I = Z) at the
mobile end of the link is a family of circles
with centres (a,b) and radii rM of:

(a, b) � SK2� �
d

K2� �
d � 1

,0 (2)

rM � SK1� �
d�

1 � K2� �
d

� (3)

The parameter K is given by [26]:

K � PtGrWjLs

ZPjWb
(4)

where Gr is the net antenna gain between the
interferer and receiver, Ls is a system loss fac-
tor, Pj is the interference power, and Wj and
Wb are the bandwidths of the interfering and
wanted signals respectively.  If these band-
widths are equal and Gr and Ls are unity, the
expression simplifies to Kd = Pt/ZPd for the
downlink and Ku  = Pt/ZPu for the uplink.

The resultant family of outage contours at the
mobile end of the link is shown in figure 2.  In
the case of Kd

2/ 	 = 1 the mobile end outage
contour degenerates to an infinite line perpen-
dicular to, and at the midpoint of, the line join-

ing F0 with Fj.  The region of link closure is
within the contours for Kd

2/ 	  < 1, to the left of
the contour for Kd

2/ 	  = 1, and to the exterior of
the contours for Kd

2/ 	  > 1.
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Figure 2 – Single interferer mobile end outage

contours versus Kd
2/ �

At the fixed end of the link, it was shown in
[26] that the outage contour is a family of
circles centred on F0 with radii rF given by:

rF � SK1� �
u (5)

The requirement that both ends of a duplex
link need to be within their respective outage
contours to be successful was not considered
in [26].  Figure 3 illustrates this requirement if
the interferer Fj interferes with both ends of
the wanted link (e.g. Fj is a mobile–fixed sta-
tion interferer pair approximating a point
source with Pu = Pd and K = Ku = Kd).  The
region of link closure, or cell, is the area of
intersection between the two outage contours.

F0 Fj

fixed end
outage contour

mobile end
outage contour

mobile end
poorer S/I

�
��(a,0)

(0,0)

rM rF

(S,0)

rj

fixed end
poorer S/I

equimargin
contour

region of
link closure

Figure 3 – Region of link closure

The equimargin contour (the contour where
the link margin is the same at the fixed and
mobile ends) can be shown to be a circle of
radius S centred on the interferer Fj.  The inter-
section of the two outage contours (denoted�
 = (x,y) and 

���
 = (x,–y) in figure 3) necessa-
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rily  lies on the equimargin contour, and by
solving equations (3) and (5), the points of
intersection can be found to be given by:��� SK2���

2
, � SK1��� 1 � K2���

4

�
(6)

When K2/ �  > 4 (a weak interferer) the outage
contours no longer intersect, whereupon the
fixed end outage contour completely encloses
the mobile end outage contour.  The change in
the cell shape as a function of K is illustrated in
figure 4.

F J

K2/ �  = 0.5

F J

K2/ �  = 1.0

F

K2/ �  = 2.0

F J

K2/ �  = 4.0

J

Figure 4 – Cell shape as a function of K

Two special values of K will now be defined.
The first value, denoted Ke (for ‘K enclosed’)
is that value of K at which the interferer is first
enclosed by the mobile end outage contour.
From examining figure 2 and equation (3) it is
clear this value is given by:

Ke

�
1 (7)

which represents the pathological case of the
interferer being enclosed by an outage con-
tour of infinite radius.  The second value,
denoted Kc (for ‘K critical’) is that value of K
at which the cell periphery first becomes
entirely determined by outage conditions at
the fixed end of the link, which occurs when
the two outage contours intersect at a single

point.  If K = Ku = Kd, equation (6) applies, and
hence a single point of intersection occurs at:

Kc

�
2� (8)

2.2  Single Interferer – Interference and Noise

The link outage model with a single interferer
in [26] was based upon the assumption that
there was no minimum received signal
strength requirement in order for the link to
close, i.e. receivers were noiseless.

A noisy receiver can be modelled as a noise-
less receiver operating in the presence of two
interference sources, one a source of ubiqui-
tous noise power N and the other an interfer-
ence source I.  If these two sources are uncor-
related their powers add, and the requirement
for link closure becomes S/[N+I] �  Z if the
same protection ratio applies to noise and
interference.

From first principles (following the interfer-
ence scenario of figure 1) the outage contour
at the mobile end of the link, in the presence of
receiver noise, satisfies the expression:

R �
0M

� KdR �j
1 � N� Pd

R �
j

(9)

Rj and R0 are not independent, and it can be
shown that this equation does not have a gen-
eral functional solution for R0 for all  .  Thus
the outage contour at the mobile end in the
presence of receiver noise is not a simple
curve and is a ‘higher plane curve’ [27].

However, the outage contour at the fixed end
of the link remains a family of circles centred
on F0 but of a smaller radius rF compared to
the noise–free case (c.f. equation (5)) as S and
R0 are independent:

R �
0F

� KuS �
1 � N� Pu

S � (10)

If  Ku = Kd the equimargin contour remains a
circle of radius S centred on the interferer, as
in the noise–free case, because the addition of
receiver noise equally affects both ends.
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2.3  The Interference to Noise Ratio (INR)

In the mobile end outage equation (9) the term
‘1+ N/(κPdRj

–! )’ appears, and in the fixed end
outage equation (10) the term ‘1+ N/(κPuS–! )’
appears.  The second part of each of these
terms is the receiver noise power N divided by
the interference spill power from Fj  received
at the mobile station M0 in the first case and at
the fixed station F0 in the second.

This term is dimensionless and is a measure of
the extent of noise or interference dominance
of the wanted link, and thus the extent to
which the outage contours deviate from the
noise–free case.  This term (inverted) will be
defined as the ‘interference to noise ratio’ or
INR and given the symbol " .  At the mobile
end, the INR will be denoted " M and is thus:

#
M $&% PdR ')(j

N
(11)

whilst at the fixed end the INR will be denoted" F and is thus:#
F $ % PuS ')(

N
(12)

Thus equation (9) for the mobile end outage
contour can be rewritten as:

R (
0M
$ KdR (j #

M#
M * 1 $,+ 1#

M * 1
(13)

and equation (10) for the fixed end outage
contour can be rewritten as:

R (
0F
$ KuS ( #

F#
F * 1 $,+ 1#

F * 1
(14)

where the parameter -  is a function of four
basic system parameters (-  = κPt/ZN).

By using "  as a parameter, these equations
provide a seamless description of the size and
shape of the outage contours for all interfer-
ence conditions from purely noise limited to
purely interference limited conditions.

In the noise only case ("  = 0) the mobile and
fixed end outage contours are identical, i.e. a
circle, centred on F0, of a radius determined
by the receiver noise level (R0 = - 1/ !  ).  In the
interference only case ("  → ∞) the equations
reduce to those in [26].

As both ends of the link must be above thre-
shold for the link to close, an important result
is that the range described by equation (14)
represents the maximum range for M0 regard-
less of the link conditions at the mobile end.

2.4  Outage Contour Families

The mobile end outage equation (13) can be
rewritten in terms of " F using the relationship" M = " F(Pd/Pu)(S/Rj) !  :

R (
0M
$ R (

j . Kd / R (
0M

PuS ')(10 Pd
#

F 2 (15)

By solving equations (14) and (15) when K =
Ku = Kd, the coordinates 3  of the intersection
of the two outage contours can be shown to be:4

x $ S
2

K# F#
F * 1

25 (
(16)4

y $76 S
K# F#
F * 1

15 (
1 / 1

4
K# F#
F * 1

25 (
(17)

Although more problematic, the expressions
for Ke and Kc in the presence of receiver noise
can also be derived.  It can be shown that:

Ke $ 1#
F 8 1 * # 15 ((:9 1)

F ; (<9 1

(18)

Kc $ 2( # F * 1#
F

(19)

which reduce to equations (7) and (8) respec-
tively in the noise free case (i.e. when" F → ∞).  Kc > Ke for all " F, except when" F = 1 whereupon Kc = Ke = 2! +1.

The fixed and mobile end outage contours (as
per equations (14) and (15) respectively) were
plotted for a range of K and for " F of 0.1, 1.0,
10.0 and 100.0 and =  = 2 (figures 5 to 8).
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Figure 5 – Outage contours for > F = 0.1 and ?  = 2
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Figure 6 – Outage contours for > F = 1.0 and ?  = 2
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Figure 7 – Outage contours for > F = 10.0 and ?  = 2
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Figure 8 – Outage contours for > F = 100 and ?  = 2.

The outer part of the  Kc contour is not shown.
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A number of comments may be made about
the resultant outage contours:@

When the INR is small (i.e. A F < 0.1), the
system is noise dominated.  The outage
contours at both ends of the link are
approximately circles, centred on the fixed
station, at a radius determined by the receiver
noise level.  Only near the interferer does the
mobile end outage contour deviate.@
When the INR is large (i.e. A F > 10.0), the
system is interference dominated.  Under these
conditions, the fixed end outage contours are
much smaller in radius than the mobile end
outage contours.@
When the interferer and noise powers are
comparable in magnitude (i.e. 0.1< A F < 10.0)
the mobile end outage contour behaviour is
strongly influenced by both the interferer and
the receiver noise.@
The equimargin contour (necessarily) still
passes through the intersection of the fixed
and mobile end outage contours for all values
of A F and K.@
At K = Ke, the mobile end outage contour
exhibits a property where it forms a
Limaçon–like curve.  However, no Limaçon
can be made to match it exactly [27].

3  Simulation of Mobile Systems

What values of K and B  might be experienced
in typical cellular and microcellular systems?
Consider a cochannel interferer pair where the
spill power Pd into the wanted downlink and
Pu into the wanted uplink is equal to the
mobile terminal’s transmitter power Pt.  In an
AMPS system with a cluster size of 7, a
cochannel interferer is on average 4.6 cell
radii distant from the fixed station under con-
sideration [5].

If  a S/[N+I] ratio of 18 dB is required for the
wanted link, then K = Pt/ZPd = 1/Z = 0.016.
Assuming a transportable transmitting at 1 W,
and a small cell radius of 1 km, the interfer-
ence power received at the central fixed sta-
tion from a single cochannel interferer at a dis-
tance of 4.6 km in a C  = 3 environment is
approximately –111 dBm.  This is approxi-
mately equal to the noise floor of a receiver in
a typical mobile terminal, so B F D  1.0.

Using equations (14) and (15), the fixed and
mobile end outage contours for this AMPS
scenario may be computed and they are shown
in figure 9.  The resultant cell is the region of
intersection between the two outage contours.
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INR = 1.0

Fixed Station at (0,0) Interferer at (4600,0)
MS outage contour
FS outage contour

Figure 9 – Mobile and Fixed end outage contours

for an AMPS cell (A  = 1.0, K = 0.016, E  = 3)

Using a computer model, the above analytical
result can be checked numerically.  Figure 10
below shows a 3–dimensional representation
of the resultant AMPS cell, showing the link
S/[N+I] (z–axis) available to a mobile com-
municating with the base station at the origin.
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Figure 10 – 3D plot of AMPS cell

Figure 11 is the ‘critical link end’ plot, which
shows which end of the link has the poorer
S/[N+I] (i.e. which end fails first).  The equi-
margin contour is the boundary between these
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two regions and is as predicted – a circle of
radius 4.6 km centred on the interferer.
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Fixed Station (FS) Mobile Stations (MS): Successful Unsuccessful Under Test

AMPS System
2 Fixed Stations :: 2 Mobile Stations (2 successful, 0 unsuccessful)
MSUT INR = 1.001 :: Predicted Cell Radius = 917.3 m :: Actual Cell Radius = 917.6 m
Grid Resolution = 10 by 10 m (201 by 201 points)
Cell Area = 2.48550 sq km :: MS Area = 1.10690 sq km (44.53%) :: FS Area = 1.37860 sq km (55.47%)
Exclusion Zone Area =  0 sq m (0.00%) :: Circularity = 0.940

Simulation Parameters
Frequency = 857.5 MHz :: RF Channels/Slots = 832/1 :: MS RF Power = 1.00 W :: Gamma = 3.00
Receiver Sensitivity = -93.0 dBm :: Link C/(N+I) Threshold = 18.0 dB :: Fade Margin = 0.0 dB
Cluster Size = 7 :: Tiers = 0 :: Reassignments Allowed = 0 :: RSSI Threshold = -94.0 dBm
Maximum MS Range = 1000.0 m :: Near-Far Threshold = not activated

Figure 11 – AMPS cell Critical Link End plot

Figures 9 to 11 show that even with a small
AMPS cell, a cochannel interferer causes little
difference between the mobile and fixed end
outage contours – they are nearly circular and
coincident.  Thus the resultant cell is also
nearly circular.  This is consistent with the
assumption that in large cell systems a regular
cell shape results when uniform propagation
conditions are assumed.  However, what
happens in a microcellular system?

Consider a DECT system with an effective
cluster size of 3 (i.e. a cochannel interferer, on
average, appears 3 cell radii distant from the
base station under consideration).  If a S/I
ratio of 9 dB is required for a wanted link, then
K = Pt/ZPd = 1/Z = 0.126.  Assuming a port-
able transmitting at 250 mW, and a small
intended cell radius of 100 m, the interference
power received at the central fixed station
from a single cochannel interferer pair at a dis-
tance of 300 m in a F  = 3 environment is
approximately –88 dBm.  This is very much

larger than the noise floor of a receiver in a
typical mobile terminal, giving G F H  200.

Using equations (14) and (15), the outage con-
tours for this DECT scenario may be com-
puted and they are shown in figure 12.  The
mobile end outage contour is now greatly
offset from the central fixed station as pre-
dicted by equation (15).
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Figure 12 – Mobile and Fixed end outage contours

for a DECT cell (I  = 200, K = 0.126, J  = 3)

The analytical result was checked numeri-
cally,  figure 13 showing the 3–dimensional
representation of the resultant DECT cell, and
figure 14 showing critical link end plot.
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Figure 13 – 3D plot of DECT cell
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MSUT INR = 200.141 :: Predicted Cell Radius = 150.1 m :: Actual Cell Radius = 150.1 m
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Cell Area = 59094.0 sq m :: MS Area = 19899.0 sq m (33.67%) :: FS Area = 39195.0 sq m (66.33%)
Exclusion Zone Area = 0.0 sq m (0.00%) :: Circularity = 0.835

Simulation Parameters
Frequency = 1795.0 MHz :: RF Channels/Slots = 10/12 :: MS RF Power = 0.24 W :: Gamma = 3.00
Receiver Sensitivity = -102.0 dBm :: Link C/(N+I) Threshold = 9.0 dB :: Fade Margin = 0.0 dB
Cluster Size = 0 :: Tiers = 0 :: Reassignments Allowed = 3 :: RSSI Threshold = -98.0 dBm
Maximum MS Range = 100.0 m :: Near-Far Threshold = not activated

Figure 14 – DECT cell Critical Link End plot

It can be seen from figures 12 to 14 that the
DECT microcell is no longer circular.  Fur-
thermore, its size will be now much more sen-
sitive to the interference level.

Equation (14) indicated that the maximum
cell size for a particular mobile is a constant
multiplied by 1/(K F+1). For large values of K F,
1/(K F+1) L  1/K F and thus the cell size is very
sensitive to K F, and by extension, the arrange-
ment of interferers.  For the above DECT cell,K F was quite large at approximately 200.

In contrast, with the smaller values of K F as
might be experienced in a large cell system (as
in the earlier AMPS example), 1/(K F+1) L  1
and the cell size is relatively independent of
the interferers.

Hence, there seems to be a significant differ-
ence between the cochannel interference
conditions experienced in large cell systems
and microcellular systems.  This difference
results in different properties in the outage
contours and different sensitivities in the

resultant cell size to the location of the
cochannel interferer.

These results suggest that contiguous cell
coverage will be much harder to achieve in a
microcell system than in a large cell system as
a microcell system is more likely to be inter-
ference limited [14].  This could have severe
ramifications for the offered service quality
and handoff reliability.

4  Conclusion

Outage contours and cell sizes experienced by
individual mobile stations in a cellular or
microcellular system can be modelled as a
function of the ratio of the interference power
to the noise power at the receiver, a ratio
denoted the interference to noise ratio or INR.

Preliminary results suggest that microcellular
systems are more interference limited (i.e.
have a larger INR) than large cell systems, and
will  experience larger variation in cell sizes.

This suggests that a system wide microcell-
ular design methodology will need to address
the statistics of the INR if contiguous radio
coverage is required for a certain proportion
of mobile stations.
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